Archaea, which represent a large fraction of the phylogenetic diversity of organisms, are prokaryotes with eukaryote-like basal transcriptional machinery. This organization makes the study of their DNA-binding transcription factors (TFs) and their transcriptional regulatory networks particularly interesting. In addition, there are limited experimental data regarding their TFs. In this work, 3,918 TFs were identified and exhaustively analyzed in 52 archaeal genomes. TFs represented less than 5% of the gene products in all the studied species comparable with the number of TFs identified in parasites or intracellular pathogenic bacteria, suggesting a deficit in this class of proteins. A total of 75 families were identified, of which HTH_3, AsnC, TrmB, and ArsR families were universally and abundantly identified in all the archaeal genomes. We found that archaeal TFs are significantly small compared with other protein-coding genes in archaea as well as bacterial TFs, suggesting that a large fraction of these small-sized TFs could supply the probable deficit of TFs in archaea, by possibly forming different combinations of monomers similar to that observed in eukaryotic transcriptional machinery. Our results show that although the DNA-binding domains of archaeal TFs are similar to bacteria, there is an underrepresentation of ligand-binding domains in smaller TFs, which suggests that protein-protein interactions may act as mediators of regulatory feedback, indicating a chimera of bacterial and eukaryotic TFs' functionality. The analysis presented here contributes to the understanding of the details of transcriptional apparatus in archaea and provides a framework for the analysis of regulatory networks in these organisms.
Introduction
Regulation of gene expression at the transcriptional level is a ubiquitous and fine-tuned process observed in all cellular organisms. The ability to respond and adapt to environmental changes is defined by the cell's repertoire of DNA-binding transcription factors (TFs) through interactions between the TFs and the cis-regulatory regions of their target genes in the form of a transcriptional regulatory network (Babu et al. 2004; Janga and Collado-Vides 2007) . These TFs bind to the promoter regions of specific genes to, either positively or negatively, regulate expression. Due to the crucial role of TFs in coordinating the gene expression kinetics of a genome, they have been studied in many aspects, including mutational analysis, sequence comparisons, and elucidation of numerous 3D structures.
The identification of the TF repertoire in a genome sequence is a prerequisite to understanding the regulation of gene expression and, on a global scale, for the elucidation of regulatory networks. In this context, the organisms with the best studied transcriptional regulatory networks, where TFs have been identified, are the eukaryote Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Lee et al. 2002; Janga et al. 2008 ) and the bacteria Escherichia coli K12 (Babu and Teichmann 2003; GamaCastro et al. 2008) , Bacillus subtilis (Moreno-Campuzano et al. 2006; Sierro et al. 2008) , and more recently Corynebacterium glutamicum (Brune et al. 2005; Brinkrolf et al. 2006) . However, relatively, little is known about TFs and the transcriptional regulatory networks controlled by them in archaeal genomes, despite the fact that they represent a large fraction of the phylogenetic diversity of organisms. Furthermore, archaea are well suited as model organisms for eukaryotes because of the similarities they share in their information transfer machinery, due to a common ancestor, as proposed by the symbiotic theory (Martin and Muller 1998; Moreira and Lopez-Garcia 1998; Lopez-Garcia 1999; Martin et al. 2001; Esser and Martin 2007) .
Archaea constitute one of the three cellular domains in the universal tree of life (Woese 1998 ) composed of organisms highly diverse in morphology, physiology, and natural habitats (Chaban et al. 2006; Clementino et al. 2007; Nam et al. 2008; Auguet et al. 2009 ). Organisms included in this cellular domain possess basal transcription machinery resembling that of eukaryotes. For instance, archaea include a TATA box promoter sequence, a TATA box-binding protein (TBP), a homologue of the transcription factor TFIIB (TFB), and a RNA polymerase (RNAp) containing between 8 and 13 subunits (Goede et al. 2006 ) (see supplementary fig. S1 , Supplementary Material online). In contrast, archaeal messenger RNAs (mRNAs) are structurally similar to bacterial mRNAs, and, most importantly, the majority of identified TFs in archaeal organisms are homologous to bacterial activators and repressors (Kyrpides and Woese 1998; Bell 2005) . Indeed, very few eukaryotic-like TFs were found to occur in archaea (Kruger et al. 1998 ). These observations raise different basic questions with regard to the mechanisms of transcriptional regulation and the manner by which bacterial-like TFs may interact or interfere with the components of the eukaryotic-like basal transcriptional machinery within an archaeal cell. It is for this reason that archaeal DNA-binding TFs represent an important class of proteins to explain the molecular mechanisms that underlie transcription regulation. Even though the ever-growing number of archaeal genome sequences reveals an increasing list of potential regulators (Coulson et al. 2007; Wu et al. 2008) , archaeal transcriptional regulation is still poorly documented, and the most detailed and advanced studies have been performed with only a dozen TFs, mainly from the AsnC family (formerly feast/famine protein family) (see supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online) (Napoli et al. 1999; Leonard et al. 2001; Bell 2005) . Initial sequence analysis-based attempts using family-specific models from E. coli TFs resulted in a low proportion of bacterial-like TFs in archaea (Perez-Rueda et al. 2004; Coulson et al. 2007) . One probable cause for this discrepancy could be that archaeal TF zregulatory repertoire includes additional classes of DNA-binding motifs not observed in E. coli, suggesting that our current knowledge on the repertoire of TFs in archaeal genomes is far from being complete. Importantly, comparative genomic analysis of archaea represents an opportunity to fill in this gap and is anindispensablesteptoward our understanding of gene regulation networks in prokaryotes and eukaryotes.
In the present study, an exhaustive analysis of gene sequences from 52 completely sequenced archaeal genomes to identify potential DNA-binding TFs was performed. In addition, a comparative analysis was carried out to deduce the distribution of TFs and their evolutionary families among the archaeal genome sequences. Using this repertoire of TFs, we show that 1) there is an underrepresentation of the number of TFs in these organisms compared with bacterial genomes, 2) a considerable number of TFs encode for short polypeptides with a significant fraction encoding for single-domain proteins, and 3) a high proportion of TFs are homologous between archaea and bacteria, mainly from the class clostridia of firmicutes.
Materials and Methods

List of Archaeal Genomes Analyzed in This Study
The archaeal genomes analyzed in this work are as follows (see supplementary 
Identification of DNA-Binding TFs
To identify and analyze the repertoire of TFs in 52 archaeal genome sequences, we used a combination of information sources and bioinformatics tools. First, 1,820 putative TFs were collected from Transcription Factor DB (Kummerfeld and Teichmann 2006) , a database comprising computationally derived predictions of DNA-binding TFs using the SUPERFAMILY library and Pfam hidden Markov models (HMMs). From this data set, 223 proteins, annotated as transposases, invertases, and integrases, were manually excluded. In brief, this exclusion was based on sequence comparisons against the National Center for Biotechnology Information's nonredundant (NR) protein database (E value 5 10
À3
) by using Blast search followed by the identification of protein domains with CD-search (E value 5 10 À3 ) (Marchler-Bauer et al. 2007 ). In the second phase, 90 family-specific HMMs previously reported for E. coli K12 (Perez-Rueda et al. 2004 ) and 57 family-specific HMMs for B. subtilis (Moreno-Campuzano et al. 2006) were used to scan the whole 52 archaeal genome sequences (E value threshold 5 10 À3 ), with the hmmsearch module from HMMer suite of programs (http://HMMER. wustl.edu). Briefly, these HMMs were constructed by using the previously identified TF families in E. coli K12 and B. subtilis as seeds, considering every protein family's DNA-binding domain (DBD) sequences (around 60 amino acids). Proteins with less than 50% similarity in the DNA-binding region against their corresponding HMM were excluded. At this stage, 424 proteins were identified as potential TFs. This was an important step to explore potential TFs not Pérez-Rueda and Janga · doi:10.1093/molbev/msq033 MBE identified in the first step and vice versa, that is, the coverage of superfamily and Pfam assignations correspond to approximately 70% of the universe of TFs, whereas the rest were complemented with these family-specific HMMs.
In the third phase, 70 new TFs were identified with HMMs constructed from 17 proteins annotated as TFs and not identified in previous searches. This step essentially involved retrieving these 17 TFs from Haloweb server (http://halo4.umbi.umd.edu/cgi-bin/haloweb/nrc1.pl? operation5nrc1), and using them as sequence seeds in Blast searches to retrieve homologous sequences from the NR database with an E value 5 10 À3 . Redundancy was removed using CD-hit (Li and Godzik 2006) at 90%, and the potential DBD was identified with CD-search (Marchler-Bauer et al. 2007 ) (varying the E value from 10 À3 to 10 À1 ) in the remaining proteins. This region was then aligned using ClustalW, with parameters set to default and manually editing output. Finally, 14 HMMs were constructed with the HMMer suite of programs corresponding to the 17 proteins clustered by sequence similarity into 14 different groups. For two proteins, there was not enough information to construct a HMM as they appeared to be lineage specific and no homologues were identified.
In addition, a HMM corresponding to the helix-turn-helix (HTH) DNA-binding motif kindly provided by Yan (2006) was used to identify 686 HTH proteins in the archaeal genomes. This data set was also filtered to exclude those proteins described as transposases, ligases, synthases, synthetases, TFIIB, and TFIIE and those proteins identified in the previous phases, resulting in a total of 95 new probable TFs. Finally, Clusters of orthologous genes (COG) assignations associated to TFs in archaea were also used to retrieve new potential archaeal TFs. This resulted in 491 proteins, which were filtered and compared against the whole data set of predictions, but only 2 of them were found to be novel predictions.
All data sets were finally compared and a total set of 3,918 proteins were compiled and used in this study as the final collection of TFs (see fig. 1 for a summary of the steps). This collection of proteins was classified into 75 families by using HMMs deposited in the Pfam DB (Finn et al. 2006 ) and searches with CD-search server (E value 5 10 À1 ) and aligned against their corresponding models by using the program hmmalign from HMMer.
Identification of Homologous DNA-Binding TFs in Bacteria and Eukarya
In order to identify TFs, which are homologous to the archaeal set, we compared the whole repertoire against 291 NR genome sequences (Moreno-Hagelsieb and Janga 2008), which included bacterial, archaeal, and eukaryotic sequences. A protein was considered as a homologue of a TF in a given genome if the alignment covered at least !60% of the query sequence with an E value 10
À6
.
Results and Discussion
Identification of DNA-Binding TFs in Archaea
To understand the distribution of TFs in 52 archaeal genomes (34 Euryarchaea, 16 Crenarchaeota, 1 Korarchaeota, and Nanoarchaeota each), we used a HMM-based strategy in two steps. In the first step, we used a battery of familyspecific HMMs (see Materials and Methods for details) and DBD assignments characteristic of TFs to scan the archaeal genomes (see fig. 1 for a complete outline). These steps allowed the detection of 3,751 TFs in 52 genomes (see Materials and Methods for a complete list of genomes analyzed), including 53 of the 72 TFs (75%) from Halobacterium sp. NRC-1 described so far in the Haloweb server. Halobacterium sp. NRC-1 is one of the few archaea Genomic Analysis of Archaeal Transcription Factors · doi:10.1093/molbev/msq033 MBE whose TF repertoire has been extensively analyzed, and thus, we used its TFs repertoire as a benchmark. In the second step, in order to increase the sensitivity, the 19 Halobacterium sp. NRC-1 TFs not identified in the first step were used as seeds for Blast searches against the NR database (E value cutoff 5 10 À3 ), and the matched proteins were used to build new HMMs for a second round of searches, identifying 70 new TFs. Additionally, archaeal genomes were scanned to look for HTH and COG annotations to identify new potential TFs not identified previously. Because it is known that HTH is one of the most prominent structure associated with TFs in prokaryotes Collado-Vides 2000, 2001) , with at least 80% of the TFs containing this DNA-binding structure, we employed a specific HMM, which considers amino acid residue identity and solvent accessibility, constructed from a set of heterogeneous DNA-binding proteins with standard HTH motifs (Yan 2006) . After manually excluding proteins that, although can bind to DNA, are unlikely to be TFs, 97 potential TFs that escaped our HMM-based searches were identified. This composite strategy allowed the detection of additional 167 potential archaeal TFs not identified previously and included all the 72 TFs described in Halobacterium sp. NRC-1. In total, a set of 3,918 potential TFs in 52 archaeal genomes were finally identified.
Although extensive survey performed in this work identified a large set of TFs widely distributed in archaea, it is still possible that some potential novel TFs escaped the search criteria or are missing because of their linage-specific nature, presumably due to de novo invention of TFs whose DNA-binding models are not included in our seed dataset.
Dissecting the Repertoire of TFs
Comprehensive identification and characterization of the repertoire of TFs across archaeal genomes are the first step toward expanding the possibilities for exploration of their regulatory networks. Based on our predictions, we found that smaller archaeal genomes contain fewer TFs than larger ones, following a linear correlation (r 2 5 0.82), as has been previously reported for bacteria (Perez-Rueda et al. fig. 2a ). This finding might represent either an expansion or a contraction of the repertoire of TFs in archaea, as a consequence of adaptation to particular habitats or lifestyles. Although larger genomes might be harboring ampler repertoire of TFs to exploit diverse or more complex habitats, smaller genomes containing fewer regulators might be associated with specific niches. For instance, E. coli, which thrives on a large number of sugars, was found to harbor a higher number of TFs compared with B. subtilis, which is similar in genome size (Janga and Perez-Rueda 2009) . Likewise, we found that the symbiotic hyperthermophile, N. equitans, has both a reduced genome and a lower proportion of TFs than other archaea, whereas Haloarcula marismortui, a chemoheterotrophic halophilic archaea, was found to have the highest proportion of TFs and Methanosarcina acetivorans (an aerobic chemolitho(aceto)autotrophic methanogen, nitrogen fixing) with one of the largest genomes contained the highest the number of TFs among archaeal genomes sequenced so far. An interesting case is that of Methanospirillum hungatei, a methanogenic archaea reported to have an unusual filamentous structure, which was found to have the lowest proportion of TFs after N. equitans among the archeael genomes studied. Complex lifestyles might require a higher proportion of genes and TFs to better orchestrate responses to changing environments, as is the case of Methanosarcina acetivorans that can form aggregate multicellular structures when passing from anaerobiosis to aerobiosis (Oelgeschlager and Rother 2008) or the case of Haloarcula marismortui, a halophilic archaea, which are generally described to be surprisingly different in its nutritional demands and metabolic pathways (Falb et al. 2008) . In fact, the proportion of TFs in larger genomes is consistent with the hypothesis that an increase of genome complexity and physiological functionality is generally associated with a more complex regulation of gene expression (Woese 1998) .
In this context, the number of predicted TFs in archaea is variable (see supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material online), ranging from 8 in the archaeon with the smallest sequenced genome (N. equitans) to up to 158 TFs in the largest genome, Methanosarcina acetivorans C2A. A closer look into the normalized distribution of TFs calculated as the proportion of the genes coding for TFs gave further insights into the evolution of TFs in the context of their genome size and lifestyles. For instance, as shown in figure 2b , less than 5% of the open reading frames (ORFs) in most archaeal genomes are devoted to gene regulation in contrast to about 8-10% observed in bacterial genomes with similar number of ORFs (PerezRueda and Collado-Vides 2000, 2001) . Indeed, larger archaeal genomes, such as Methanosarcina acetivorans and Haloarcula marismortui, with similar number of ORFs to E. coli K12, encode a lesser proportion of TFs (4.8%, 3.5%, and 8%, respectively). Thus, the TF repertoire observed in archaea is much more similar to bacteria associated with gene loss events, such as intracellular pathogens and endosymbionts (3.9% in average). Notable exceptions are Pyrococcus horikoshi and Pyrococcus abyssi, two small genomes containing 4.8% and 5.1% of TFs, respectively, comparable with the proportion of TFs in larger archaeal genomes. In contrast, N. equitans, which was found to follow the trend in figure 2a, exhibited a clear deviation when proportion of genes coding for TFs was compared against genome size.
Although this intriguingly low proportion of TFs in archaea compared with bacteria could be partially explained due to our inability to identify those lineage or organismspecific TFs, it is also possible to suggest that other regulatory strategies in this cellular domain might be compensating for this underrepresentation. These could involve, for example, formation of alternative TBP-TFB-RNAp complexes, with the possibility of interactions with different accessory factors (Baliga et al. 2000; Facciotti et al. 2007 ). However, the existence of new classes of TFs not explored here or archaeal-specific regulatory mechanisms cannot be excluded to be responsible for this trend. For instance, it has been shown recently from a global analysis of translationally regulated genes in Halobacterium salinarum and Halobacterium volcanii that 20% and 12% of all genes in these genomes show growth phase-dependent differential translational regulation (Lange et al. 2007 ). However, the overlap between the two sets was found to be negligible, indicating that archaeal organisms may use differential translational control for regulation of gene expression, adding a layer of regulatory complexity at posttranscriptional level (Mittal et al. 2009 ). Therefore, regulatory strategies that are found exclusively in archaea or those that are exploited to a greater extent in archaea compared to bacteria might be responsible for these differences.
Archaeal Genomes Encode a Large Proportion of Small TFs
Transcription regulation in archaea appears to be a chimera, with general TFs being clearly eukaryote-like and candidates for regulating specific responses being bacterial like (Aravind and Koonin 1999) . We found that a large proportion (43.5%) of TFs in the archaeal genomes were small in size (100-200 amino acids). In contrast, 42% of the bacterial TFs have between 200 and 300 amino acids (vs. 26.5% of the archaeal TFs with this length). Nonetheless, 287 large TFs with amino acid length greater than 400, corresponding to about 2.3%, were identified in the archaeal repertoire ( fig. 3) . To determine the significance of these findings, we randomly sampled 1,000 collections of 3,918 proteins from the archaeal genome sequences and compared their lengths with those observed in TFs. As the distribution of average length of proteins in the random samples followed a normal distribution, a Z score was used as a test statistic. Z score was calculated as the number of standard deviations the observed value (average length of an archaeal TF) is away from the mean of the 1,000 random collections. This is obtained as the ratio of the difference between the observed, x, and the random expected, l, values to the standard deviation, r, that is, Z 5 (x À l)/r. P value was defined as the Genomic Analysis of Archaeal Transcription Factors · doi:10.1093/molbev/msq033 MBE fraction of the 1,000 random collections that showed an average length greater than or equal to what was observed in the archaeal TF collection. Using this approach for the TF population, a Z score of À23.6 (corresponding to a P value ,10 À3 ) was found, indicating that TFs in archaea tend to be significantly smaller than the overall proteome. In contrast, the repertoire of TFs in E. coli K12 does not exhibit such a tendency compared with the rest of the proteome (see supplementary fig. S2 , Supplementary Material online). In fact, a higher proportion of TFs in E. coli are generally longer compared with other proteins, indicating that archaeal TFs are indeed encoded as small genes. To test whether this observation is more general, we compared the lengths of archaeal TFs against a complete set of bacterial TFs available from the DBD database (Kummerfeld and Teichmann 2006) . We found that archaeal TFs showed significantly lower lengths compared with bacterial ones (median size of 179 vs. 236 amino acids, P , 2.2 Â 10 À16 , Wilcoxon test; see supplementary fig. S3 , Supplementary Material online). Because three of the abundant families, ArsR, AsnC, and HTH_3, were found to be composed of small proteins contributing to about 40% of the total TF repertoire (see below), to exclude the possibility that these large families are indeed responsible for this tendency, we excluded this set of TFs from the complete collection and compared their length distribution with bacterial TFs. This comparison clearly revealed that independent of these large families archaeal TFs show smaller lengths compared with bacterial ones (median size of 190 vs. 236 amino acids, P , 2.2 Â 10 À16 , Wilcoxon test; see supplementary fig. S3 , Supplementary Material online). These observations raise the question, if archaeal TFs are shorter than bacterial TFs, do they also encode for smaller number of domains? To address this, we compared the number of domains archaeal TFs possess in comparison with those seen for bacterial ones by obtaining all those TFs for which superfamily domain assignments were available (Madera et al. 2004) . Of the 2,621 archaeal TFs for which domain assignments were available, we found that 1,963 comprised single-domain proteins (;75%), whereas single domain containing TFs in bacteria comprised 50% of the total data set analyzed. Further analysis of the distributions of the number of domains in TFs of both the major kingdoms of life unambiguously revealed that archaeal TFs encode for lesser number of domains independent of the exclusion of the large archaeal families (P , 2.2 Â 10 À16 , Wilcoxon test). These results clearly unveil that archaeal TFs comprise a significant proportion of single-domain proteins. One possibility is that most of these one-domain proteins encode for a DBD and might not contain a ligand-binding domain, suggesting that although archaeal TFs contain DBDs similar to bacteria, their mechanism of action might be similar to eukaryotic TFs. In light of these observations, it is possible to hypothesize that archaeal TFs although similar in sequence recognition domains with bacteria (discussed below) might be similar to eukaryotic TFs in mechanistic sense.
The high proportion of small TFs in archaea together with the observation that most archaea have few TFs per genome also suggests a dense combinatorial interplay of TFs for mediating regulation. These data support various possible scenarios namely 1) regulation similar to bacteria, where homodimers can regulate gene expression; 2) formation of different oligomeric assemble forms affected by the interaction with metabolites associated to a particular metabolic state, that is, the formation of oligomers with different sizes, that is, dimers, tetramers, octamers, and so on, as has been observed for the members of the AsnC family (with an average length of around 160 amino acids), whose small TFs can form dimers, tetramers, or octamers with differing regulatory functions (Koike et al. 2004) , such as FL11 of Pyrococcus sp., which can form a disc or a chromatin-like cylinder upon interaction of two peptides and TrmB of Pyrococcus furiosus, which is tetrameric at ambient temperature and octameric in the presence of its inducer (maltotriose or maltose) (Lee et al. 2005; Krug et al. 2006 ); 3) binding of the same protein to a broad spectrum of compounds or ligands, enhancing its activity under different metabolic states, such as TrmB that binds maltose, sucrose, maltotriose, and trehalose compounds in decreasing order of affinity (Koike et al. 2004; Lee et al. 2005) ; and 4) alternative physical interactions or cocomplex memberships with TBP-TFB-RNAp can also be modulating the structure of the regulatory network in archaea similar to eukarya. In this regard, Facciotti et al. found with protein coimmunoprecipitation, ChIP-Chip, global transcriptional factor (GTF) perturbation and knockout, and measurement of transcriptional changes that global transcriptional factors can associate to nearly half of all putative promoters and show evidence for at least 7 of the 42 possible functional GTF pairs (Baliga et al. 2000; Facciotti et al. 2007 ).
FIG. 3.
Distribution of amino acid sequence lengths for TFs. On x axis, the intervals of protein size are shown and on y axis, the normalized frequency of TFs per interval is shown. Thousand groups of 3,918 protein sequences were randomly retrieved from archaeal genome sequences to compare the length distribution of TFs against other protein-coding genes. In each length internal, bars marked as random represent the proportion of proteins in an interval ± their standard deviations from the average in the random samples.
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Phylogenetic Distribution of TFs in Archaea
It has been previously proposed that DNA-binding TFs can be grouped into families based on their amino acid sequence similarity (Perez-Rueda and Collado-Vides 2000) . In order to determine the number of TF families associated with archaeal genomes, all the 3,918 DNA-binding TFs were grouped into 75 families according to the Pfam database (Finn et al. 2006) . As elaborated below, we explored the familial abundance in the archaeal genomes and the relative contribution of each family to the proteome size and overall proportion of TFs. This analysis also enabled us to determine the families that are shared between archaea, bacteria, and eukarya and the main functions of these families.
The population of TF families was found to follow a power-law distribution, with 13 families containing more than 100 members each, representing 71% of the whole TF repertoire (fig. 4) . The top three most populated families are ArsR (721 TFs), the HTH_3 (361 TFs), and the AsnC (367 TFs), whereas other ten families contained between 101 and 276 TFs. About 49 families comprised less than 30 TFs each, representing in total ;11% of the TF repertoire. Previous analysis (Moreno-Campuzano et al. 2006; Janga and Perez-Rueda 2009) suggests that global regulators (GRs) in bacteria usually belong to small families; however, in Archaea apparently, this is not the case, at least for the GRs identified so far. For instance, ArsR and TrmB were found to belong to two large families with 721 and 276 members, respectively. Figure 5 shows that four families are universally distributed across the four archaeal divisions (Crenarchaea, Euryarchaea, Nanoarchaea, and Korarchaea) namely: the HTH_3 (a family of putative activator proteins), AsnC (associated with global regulation of amino acid biosynthesis), TrmB (maltose-specific regulation), and ArsR (detoxification process). These families might belong to the ancestral core of TFs in archaea. A second group of families (PhoU and RpiR) was detected in all archaeal genomes, with the exception of the endosymbiont, N. equitans, and hence can also be considered as part of the archaeal TF core set. These families are mainly putative regulators of phosphate uptake (PhoU) and sugar metabolism (RpiR). Based on these findings, it is possible to suggest that archaea from new divisions might carry on TFs from these universal families, potentially regulating central metabolic processes, as might be the case with the last common ancestor of archaea. Some families such as TrpR were found exclusively in Metallosphaera sedula, and CopY was found in diverse Halobacterium strains suggesting that they might have been transferred laterally from bacteria to archaea.
It is possible to speculate from this data that abundant families like ArsR, AsnC, or HTH_3 might be a consequence of the lifestyles and a response to the deficit of TFs, that is, archaea might have expanded certain families associated with small sizes, to generate a plethora of combinatorial possibilities to regulate their gene expression. It is noteworthy to mention in this context that these three families contribute to around 40% of the total TFs with length between 100 and 200 amino acids.
In order to understand the similarity of TF repertoires per family among the archaeal genomes, a hierarchical centroid linkage-clustering algorithm (Eisen et al. 1998 ) was applied with uncentered correlation as the similarity measure. The clustering results were visualized using the treeview program (Saldanha 2004) . From this clustering, six groups of archaea sharing a common set of TFs were identified (based on a node correlation value !0.6), whereas three organisms could not be included in any cluster and were hence considered as orphans (see fig. 5 ). It is evident from this analysis that these six clusters reflect the major taxonomic positions of the organisms analyzed, although some exceptions could be observed. The TF repertoire also reflects the main lifestyle of archaea, such as the FIG. 4 . Abundance of TF families in archaeal genomes. Proportion of TFs in each family was calculated as the fraction of total TFs identified that belonged to a particular family. The families are displayed from largest to smallest size. Families with less than 20 members were not displayed as they corresponded to less than 6% of the total dataset.
Genomic Analysis of Archaeal Transcription Factors · doi:10.1093/molbev/msq033 MBE first cluster that includes mainly methanogenic archaea (such as Methanocaldococcus jannaschii and Methanococcus maripaludis S2 among others). The intermixing of organisms in some clusters might be a consequence of lateral gene transfer events, as has been suggested for archaea included in the fourth cluster, that is, N. equitans (Nanoarchaeum) and I. hospitalis (Desulfurococcales) (Podar et al. 2008) .
Comparison of the TF Repertories of Bacteria and Archaea
It has been proposed that bacteria and archaea share a great similarity at gene regulatory level (Aravind and Koonin 1999) , with archaeal TFs clearly being bacterial like, whereas their basal transcriptional machinery clearly associated to eukarya. Thus, to understand the degree of conservation of TFs between archaea, bacteria, and eukarya, the probable homologues of the repertoire of transcriptional regulators were identified (see Materials and Methods) . From this analysis, it was found that 53% of the 3,918 archaeal TFs exhibit at least one homologue in bacterial genomes ( fig. 6 ). In particular, archaea and clostridia share TFs from the families HTH_3, Xre, and Rrf2, whereas TFs from the families DeoR, IclR, and cold shock are shared with several actinobacteria and some gammaproteobacteria. Another 45% of the 3,918 TFs were clearly identified as archaeal specific, whereas other 6% exhibited homology with bacterial and eukaryotic TFs and about 2% exhibited homology with only eukaryotes (mainly with Ascomycetes) possibly suggesting a lateral gene transfer. This reinforces the notion that TFs of bacteria and archaea share a common ancestry and highlight a close relationship between the TFs from archaea and firmicutes, pointing evidence to drive experiments that can confirm if they share a functional relatedness as well.
Archaeal TFs Are Predominantly Comprised Bacterial DBDs
An important aspect of TFs is their ability to organize into multidomain proteins and hence understanding them in a structural context can provide important clues about how they coordinate regulation. Therefore, the repertoire of archaeal TFs was analyzed using the library of HMMs deposited in superfamily database (Madera et al. 2004) . From this analysis, we found that the most abundant DBD in these TFs is the winged helix DBD, detected in 45% of the total set. The second most abundant binding domain corresponds to the lambda repressor-like DBD (;15%). This result is similar to that previously observed for the repertoire of bacterial TFs, reinforcing the notion of common ancestry in the transcriptional regulatory machinery of prokaryotes (Aravind and Koonin 1999; Aravind et al. 2005) . Alternative DBDs, such as integration host factorlike DBD, PhoU-like domain, nucleic acid-binding domain FIG. 5 . Clustering of TF families and archaeal genomes. A hierarchical centroid linkage-clustering algorithm was applied with uncentered correlation as the similarity measure and complete linkage (Eisen et al. 1998) . Brackets indicate the clusters identified by using a correlation value !0.6. Nomenclature is as follows: Crenarchaea (C); Euryarchaea (E); Korarchaeota (K), and Nanoarchaeum (N).
Pérez-Rueda and Janga · doi:10.1093/molbev/msq033 MBE associated to cold shock proteins or zinc-finger domains, were also identified, although in lower proportions (corresponding to around 12% of the total TFs). Several of these domains were also identified in bacterial TFs. Zinc fingers represent an intriguing result because this class of proteins has been found exclusively in eukaryotic transcriptional proteins.
Most TF families have been found to undergo lineagespecific duplications resulting in the accumulation of particular families in some microbial species, such as LysR family in E. coli (45 TFs; Janga and Perez-Rueda 2009) or ArsR in Methanosarcina acetivorans C2A (48 TFs). Indeed, this hypothesis is consistent with the more general notion that a genome evolves from a set of precursor genes to a mature size by gene duplications and increasing modifications (Yanai et al. 2000; Koonin et al. 2002) . Therefore, the domain organization and more generally the properties of the TF repertoire described for archaeal genomes in this study open diverse questions like, if the evolution of regulatory networks in archaea is different to that observed in E. coli, B. subtilis, and/or other biological systems (Aravind and Koonin 1999; Koike et al. 2004; Lee et al. 2005; Lozada-Chavez et al. 2006; Janga et al. 2008 Perez and Groisman 2009 ).
Conclusions
In this study, 52 archaeal genome sequences representing a plethora of lifestyles were analyzed to identify the repertoire of proteins involved in controlling the gene expression. Given the fact that there is currently no archaeal genome, which is completely characterized at the level of transcriptional regulation, the repertoire of TFs and the conclusions presented here can be a good starting point in understanding transcriptional regulatory networks in archaeal genomes. In particular, because the archaeal genomes studied here are from different taxa, the results presented here should be valid with high confidence for a wide range of archaea.
Our analysis suggests that although there is a correlation between the number of TFs and genome size, there is also a deficit for TFs in all the archaeal genomes, indicating that this deficit in TFs, and hence, regulatory plasticity is possibly supplemented by their ability to form different assembly structures by small-sized TFs found to be enriched in archaea. We also note that there is an important fraction of transcriptional regulators common to archaea and bacteria. The distribution of TF families common to prokaryotes shows an ancient evolution of transcriptional machinery in bacteria and archaea. We found that the number of TF families is distributed almost homogeneously among all archaea, although there are a small proportion of them that are overrepresented in all archaea but not in bacteria. Further research is necessary to determine the physiological function of such species-specific or shared transcriptional regulators. Nevertheless, the analysis presented here will provide a basis for understanding the organization and evolution of regulatory networks in archaea.
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